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Why are Women Treated as Meat in Those Animal Rights Ads?

     

By Amy-Willard Cross

If you want animals treated ethically, do you also grant the same treatment to humans?

Animal rights supporters can be very passionate about protecting the rights of other species.

Many feel that all creatures are deserving of life, liberty and the right-not-to-be-dinner.  Or

that all species are equal and should have rights. 

Whether you scramble eggs or eat other mammals’ muscle fibres or not, you might have

noticed that the animal rights movement does not always extend great kindness to women—

at least representationally speaking.  In the name of saving animals, women have been

objectified— shown naked in a pool of blood, fellate vegetables on mock-porn sites, or hand

out veggie dogs in bikinis. 

If you don’t want your chickens caged, how do you feel about doing it to women.  Other

human rights movements don’t get into nasty racist or homophobic messaging, why should

this one sink low for a higher purpose? But it does over and over again, as you can see in the

slide show.  A recent study published in PLOSone showed that these meaty-girl ads often

hurt the cause.

Sociologist Corey Wrenn who writes a blog called The Academic Abolitionist Vegan  and runs

the Vegan Feminist Network has some thought about the animal rights’ movement and

women that she shared with us.
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Why do some animal rights groups objectify women to sell their message? 

Most groups are under two assumptions:  1. We don’t know what works, so let’s try

everything 2. Sex sells everything else, shouldn’t it sell animal rights, too?  What’s

underlying both points here is a fundamental disregard for women’s status as a vulnerable

group.  We would never argue that a little speciesism is okay, and go slaughter a pig out in a

public square to raise awareness.  We would never argue that a little racism is okay, so let’s

use racist symbols in our campaigning (though PETA has been known to do this!).  But

women are so thoroughly denigrated in our society, we don’t think twice about having

women sexualized.

The Nonhuman Animal rights movement is largely led by men. With 80% women, we

certainly have lots of important female contributors, but the fact is that the people getting

the respect and prestige in this movement are men.  And given that most of the movement

is female, the number of men occupying powerful roles is really disproportionate.  When we

have men running the movement and suggesting that a little sexism is okay, we see a

fundamental disconnect from their male privilege and the lived reality of women in a world

where 1 in 3 women and girls will be raped or beaten at least once in her lifetime.

If women make up the majority of Nonhuman Animal rights supporters, why

do they allow this?

Sociological research in the Nonhuman Animal rights movement has shown that men are

routinely pushed into positions of power where they are celebrated because the movement

knows that we are mostly female, and we know that women’s opinions are denigrated.  We

know that nobody wants to hear what women have to say, so we let men do the talking for

us.  In many ways, it’s a political move.  

Of course there’s also the influence of third-wave feminism and “post-feminism” which is

really just patriarchy in disguise.  Patriarchy has co-opted the feminist movement and has

convinced a generation of women that taking your clothes off, objectifying yourself,

performing sex acts, and serving men is actually “liberating” or “empowering.”  It’s the

same old forms of exploitation neatly repackaged in shiny “feminist” wrapping paper.

How does objectifying women hurt the cause of animal welfare?

Well, for one, nobody takes us seriously.  It becomes one more reason for people to ignore

our message.  If anyone thinks that a woman performing a strip tease is going to get people

to think seriously about anti-speciesism and anti-oppression, frankly, they’re kidding

themselves.  It gets attention, but it doesn’t get the attention we want.  Our message gets

lost.  Misogynistic tactics attract misogynists (and feminist critics), and that’s all there is to

it.  If we used pedophilia to bring attention to speciesism, what do you think would happen? 

We’d be normalizing pedophilia, we’d be promoting it--we’d be attracting pedophiles to view

our material.  We certainly wouldn’t be doing much to liberate Nonhumans.

More importantly, however, we need to look at the larger implications of tactics like these. 

Research shows that the sexual objectification of women, pornography, images of violence

against women, focus on body image, etc. all decrease the social status of women.  It feeds

rape culture and it feeds the epidemic levels of violence against women.  It aggravates

discrimination.  How can we tear down oppression for Nonhuman Animals when we’re

building it up for women?  Oppression works intersectionally.  Many people have argued

that if we focus on too many types of discrimination, we crowd out the fight to liberate

animals, it gets too “confusing.”  This ignores the reality of how oppression works—how

patriarchy (and its best friend capitalism) subjugates all vulnerable groups in very similar

ways.  We’re not challenging that paradigm when we give the “okay” to hurt women but put

our foot down when it comes to Nonhuman Animals.

Research has shown that the way women are represented in the media has a very damaging

impact on women’s self esteem and self efficacy.  Women spend way more time worrying

about how they are perceived, if they are sexually attractive, if they’re looking their best,

etc.  Instead of using that brain space for political activism, it becomes wrapped up in how to

perform our role as a subservient object within the patriarchy.  Research shows that women

actually start to self-objectify.  Women who self-objectify and experience diminished feelings

of self-efficacy are less likely to want to fight their oppression.  If the science is telling us that

sexist media makes women weak social actors against their own oppression, how can we
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expect the Nonhuman Animal rights movement—which is mostly women—to make a serious

attempt to dismantle speciesism?  We’re fighting with our hands tied behind our back.

And whether you’re livestock or a real live woman, that is really hard. 

In this bit of auto-eroticism vegetables are deemed as sexy--really really

sexy. 

In a recent video, that hasn't had much attention, PETA plays with

men's fear of petering out while making love

.

 

Image: French sign,  David C Wong via flickr 
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